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Details of Visit:

Author: lufthansa
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 16 Dec 2016 15:00
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: 250
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Rosebud London Escorts
Website: http://www.rosebudescorts.co.uk
Phone: 07532032076

The Premises:

A large apartment in the usual place 5 minutes walk from South Kensington tube station. Possibly
shared with another provider. En suite shower.

The Lady:

As agency description and photographs. Very nice! Large tits which were probably natural.

The Story:

Anais has been on my list for a while as she is high up on the Rosebud top ten. I was concerned
that the OWO "at discretion" in the description would be an issue - alas with justification since she
made clear right from the beginning that it wasn't on offer. That was a bit of a disappointment.

Anyway, after a quick shower we got down to action. A bit of light FK and covered oral. That was
OK and things soon developed to completing round 1 (missionary).

There then followed a massage and an attempt to start round 2 - however, Anais sucking on a limp
condom-covered cock didn't really do anything for me. To be honest I had had a busy week (travel
for 2 nights with my international companion earlier in the week followed by demands at home) and
I was ready to call it a day. However, Anais decided she could succeed with a handjob and after a
while round 2 was completed. Normally I take issues with handjobs as I can do them myself without
the need to pay for it. Other ladies would have resolved the issue with OWO and rubbing their
pussy in my face - alas neither of these options was on offer.

So .... this was a pleasant enough experience although I would not have her as high as #3 in the top
10. At least 4 of the girls lower down the list provide better service (see my previous reviews).

In addition the fee of £250 had been elevated (from £220) due to some kind of cartel initiated by
other agencies. I was out of there after 75 minutes so in reality this was a £200 hourly rate and I did
not get the service I would expect for that rate. I think if the £250 rate is going to stick then I need to
modify my strategy!

I give her the benefit of a yes recommendation primarily because I was already shagged out from
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previous strenuous activity earlier in the week so it's possible some of the disappointment was of
my own making.
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